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Abstract— This paper reports on a method to combine
expected information gain with visual saliency scores in order
to choose geometrically and visually informative loop-closure
candidates for pose-graph visual simultaneous localization and
mapping (SLAM). Two different bag-of-words saliency metrics
are introduced—global saliency and local saliency. Global
saliency measures the rarity of an image throughout the entire
data set, while local saliency describes the amount of texture
richness in an image. The former is important in measuring an
overall global saliency map for a given area, and is motivated
from inverse document frequency (a measure of rarity) in
information retrieval. Local saliency is defined by computing
the entropy of the bag-of-words histogram, and is useful to
avoid adding visually benign key frames to the map. The two
different metrics are presented and experimentally evaluated
with indoor and underwater imagery to verify their utility.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the most important and difficult problems in
pose-graph visual simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) is determining a loop closure event. Loop closure in
visual SLAM is obtained by recognizing previously viewed
scenes. This recognition process involves identifying possible
candidate image pairs and attempting to obtain a camera-
derived relative-pose constraint. By correctly associating and
registering corresponding image pairs, the uncertainty of both
the map and the robot pose can be reduced and bounded.

Necessarily, this task involves choosing optimal loop-
closure candidates because (i) the cost of estimating the
camera-derived relative-pose constraint is computationally
expensive (per loop closure candidate) and (ii) adding un-
necessary/redundant measurements may result in over con-
fidence [1]. In this paper, we focus on pose-graph visual
SLAM methods where nodes in the graph correspond to
image key frames and measurements appear as constraints
(links) between nodes.

One way to intelligently hypothesize link candidates is
to examine the utility of future expected measurements—
an elegant method for measuring such uncertainty is to use
information gain [1]. Typically, information gain refers to
either Fisher information or mutual information. By defi-
nition, the Fisher information matrix is closely related to
the Cramer Rao Lower Bound [2], while mutual information
is derived from entropy [3] as defined by Shannon [4]. An
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Fig. 1. Estimated trajectory of an underwater robot mapping the below-
water surface of a ship hull. (top) Trajectory of the robot with successful
cross-track camera registrations depicted as red lines. (bot) Representative
images indicative of the image feature content within that area. Note that
the density of pose-graph links is spatially correlated with feature content.

example usage of information gain for control can be found
in [3], [5], [6], where the proposed control scheme evaluates
the information gain of possible measurements and leads
the robot on trajectories that reduce the overall navigation
and map uncertainty. Another application of information
gain in SLAM can be found in the task of link hypothesis,
where only informative links (measurements) are added to
the pose-graph to significantly reduce the computational cost
of inference [1].

In the approaches described above, an equal likelihood
of measurement availability is assumed. In other words,
the information gain measure assesses the geometric value
of adding the constraint without regard to if, in fact, the
constraint can be made. In our scenario, camera-derived
measurements may not be uniformly available within the
environment due to the fact that the spatial distribution of
visual features can vary greatly. For example, Fig. 1 depicts
an underwater environment where there is a large variance
in feature distribution (the surface of a ship hull). Here,
successful camera-derived measurements (red links) occur
when rich feature distributions are available, and in visually
benign regions the camera produces few, if any, constraints.

Thus, as demonstrated by Fig. 1, the distribution of visual
features dominates the availability of camera-derived mea-



surements, and hence, the overall precision of navigation.
This indicates that successful camera measurements strongly
depend upon the visual saliency of the scene, especially
in feature-less areas or environments with repeated cues.
Therefore, the ability to score meaningful key frames within
a sequence of images is necessary.

A. Review of Bag-of-words

Our approach to scoring meaningful key frames begins
with image representation. Foremost, the image needs to be
represented in a compact way to reduce data storage and
to facilitate later stages of feature-based image matching.
One way to represent images is to use a feature detector
and descriptor. Popular descriptors include the Scale Invari-
ant Feature Transform (SIFT) [7] and Speeded Up Robust
Features (SURF) [8]. These are known to be robust to scale,
rotation and illumination changes. Another innovative way
to describe features is to use a bag-of-words representation,
which is the method we have adopted in this research. Origi-
nally developed for text-based applications, the bag-of-words
approach was adapted and expanded to images by Sivic and
Zisserman [9]. In this approach, each image is considered
to be a document, and each feature descriptor found in
the image corresponds to a word in the document. This
representation reduces an image to set of vocabulary words,
allowing for aggregate content assessment and enabling
faster search. This approach has been successfully applied
in areas such as image annotation [10], image classification
[11], object recognition [12], [13] and also appearance-based
SLAM [14]–[16].

B. Review of Visual Saliency

Once the conversion of images into a compact repre-
sentation is decided, we wish to add another attribute for
each image—namely the saliency of an image. The term
“saliency” is a measure of how distinctive an image is, and
has been defined by Kadir and Brady [17] using entropy.
In their work, entropy was computed for a local patch and
used in detecting the features of an image. If a patch has
higher entropy, it likely has more randomness and thus is
considered a feature. Similarly, Lee and Song [18] extended
this entropy approach to color images, where the entropy
of each Hue Saturation Value (HSV) intensity channel is
computed. For grayscale images where no color channels
are available, a Gabor-like function can be applied before
the entropy is computed to obtain the saliency metric [19].

Entropy-based approaches can also be used when ex-
amining an entire image for global saliency. In [20], the
author combined HSV channel entropy with Gabor filtered
texture entropy to compute saliency for a color image in
an underwater environment. This work successfully built
saliency maps of the scene; however, its broad application
was limited due to its reliance on source color imagery (i.e.,
excludes grayscale).

Recently, several bag-of-words saliency metrics have been
explored [21]–[24]. Among the “words” (descriptors) ap-
pearing in an image, only the salient words are selectively

captured and referred to as a bag-of-keypoints in [23].
In [24], a histogram of the distribution of words was used
as a global signature of an image, and only salient regions
were sampled to solve an object classification problem.

Although it is not specifically indicated as saliency, place
recognition is another area where saliency is used in or-
der to avoid perceptual aliasing. One remarkable develop-
ment in the model-based place recognition approaches is
Fast Appearance-Based mapping (FAB-MAP) [14]. In FAB-
MAP, the model learns common words during an offline
training phase, which it then uses to down-weight common
(non-salient) words. Out of the non-model-based approaches,
a popular statistics-based approach is called term frequency-
inverse document frequency (tf-idf) [25]. This statistic is
widely used in classification problems due to its simplicity
and robustness. It emphasizes rare occurrences resulting
in higher tf-idf scores for statistically salient words and
typically can be learned online. In this paper, we use a
statistics-based bag-of-words approach to define two saliency
metrics—local and global. Global saliency is closely related
to scene rarity, whereas local saliency refers to image texture
richness.

II. VISUALLY AUGMENTED NAVIGATION

The objective of this work is to combine measures of
expected information gain with measures of visual-saliency
in order to choose geometrically and visually informative
loop closure candidates for pose-graph visual SLAM. In this
section we succinctly review the pertinent aspects of our
pose-graph monocular SLAM formulation, which we call
visually augmented navigation (VAN) [26].

A. State Representation

We model the vehicle state using a six degree of freedom
(DOF) representation for pose (position and Euler orienta-
tion), xv = [x, y, z, φ, θ, ψ]>, where pose is defined in a
local-navigation frame. To approximate the time-evolution
of vehicle state, we use a continuous-time constant-velocity
kinematic model driven by white noise, which is then
linearized and discretized to provide a linear time-varying
discrete-time model of the vehicle dynamics.

We employ a pose-graph SLAM representation of the
environment and therefore augment our state description to
include a collection of historical vehicle poses sampled at
regular spatial intervals throughout the environment. Each
of these pose samples, xvi , corresponds to a time instance ti
when an image key frame is stored by our visual perception
process. Therefore, our augmented state representation for n
key frames is denoted

ξ =
[
x>v1

, · · · ,x>vi , · · · ,x
>
vn ,x

>
v (t)

]>
.

The distribution of this augmented state representation is
modeled as jointly Gaussian and is parameterized in the
inverse covariance form as

η = Λµ and Λ = Σ−1,



where η and Λ are the information vector and matrix, respec-
tively, written in terms of the more familiar µ, Σ mean and
covariance parameterization. We use an extended information
filter (EIF) for inference, which is computationally efficient
for sparse pose-graph representations. The reader is referred
to [27], [28] for details.

B. Geometric Information Gain

We call the process of hypothesizing possible loop-closure
candidates “link proposal”, because a measurement will act
as a “link” (i.e., constraint) between two nodes in our
pose-graph framework. A simple way to propose candidate
links would be to measure the expected Euclidean distance
between two nodes in the graph and to statistically calculate
whether or not their sensor field of views could have any
overlap [29]. Candidate links are then those with large
overlap ratios.

More intelligently, we could additionally calculate the
predicted information gain that would be obtained from
making such a measurement—retaining only those candi-
date links that have high expected information gain [1].
Adopting the mutual information definition of information
gain as proposed in [1] and [6], which compares the current
and predicted entropy after a measurement update between
poses i and j, we can write the candidate link’s predicted
information gain as

Ig = H(ξ)−H(ξ|zij). (1)

Here H( · ) is entropy [4] and zij is the expected measure-
ment between poses i and j.

For a Gaussian distribution, (1) simplifies to

Ig =
1

2
ln
|Λ + ∆Λ|
|Λ|

, (2)

where Λ is the information matrix as defined previously,
∆Λ = J>R−1J is the additive EIF measurement update,
J is the Jacobian of the measurement model, and R is the
(expected) measurement covariance. Ila et al. [1] showed
that in the case of a pose-graph EIF, this information gain
measure can be efficiently evaluated.

Note that this information gain measure is induced from
geometry alone (through the Jacobian), and that the act of
perception is not specifically accounted for. In our case,
candidate links with high information gain may not be the
best plausible camera links due to a lack of visual saliency.
We argue that the registrability (i.e., act of perception) should
play a key role in determining candidate image pairs. In what
comes next, we describe a framework for (i) measuring visual
saliency and (ii) combining it with geometric information
gain.

III. SALIENCY

Visual saliency strongly influences the likelihood of mak-
ing a successful pairwise camera estimate. When spatially
overlapping image pairs fail to contain any locally distinctive
textures or features—image registration fails. As a measure
of the registration “usefulness” of an image, this paper adopts
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Fig. 2. Vocabulary construction and saliency score computation. SURF
keys are extracted from an image and are used to update local and global
histograms. Entropy from the local histogram detects feature richness, while
idf from the global histogram captures rarity.

a bag-of-words scheme to represent images, and furthermore
to score their saliency. We extract 128-dimension SURF key
descriptors [8], and project them onto our vocabulary tree,
which we build online. By doing so, we convert an image
containing features to a document containing words, thus
allowing us to leverage a rich set of statistics and research
originally developed in the document search community.

In this paper, we focus on two different measures of
saliency: local (i.e., registrability) and global (i.e., rarity).
Registrability refers to the intrinsic feature richness of an
image (i.e., the amount of texture an image has). The lack
of image texture, as in the case of mapping an underwater
environment with a lot of benign regions (Fig. 1), prevents
image registration from measuring the relative-pose between
two locations. The amount of texture, however, is not the
only term that defines saliency—an easy counterexample to
this would be a checkerboard pattern or a repetitive brick
wall. Images of these scenes would have high texture, but
would likely fail to achieve a correct registration due to
spatial aliasing of common features. As stated by Kadir and
Brady [17], rarity should play a role in defining saliency.

A. Vocabulary Generation

Before defining our two measures of saliency, we first
need to outline how we construct our vocabulary tree. Two
concerns are relevant to our vocabulary building procedure:
(i) we assume no prior knowledge of the environment; and
(ii) the vocabulary must be representative.

Offline methods for vocabulary generation typically use
a pre-processing stage with a clustering algorithm over a
representative training data set [30]. Other studies have
focused on online methods, which incrementally build the
vocabulary tree during the data collection phase [15], [16].
One advantage of offline methods is that an even distribution
of vocabulary words in descriptor space can be guaranteed;
however, one disadvantage is that the learned vocabulary can
fail to represent words collected from totally different data
sets (e.g., using an indoor data set for underwater images).
Online construction methods provide flexibility to adapt the
vocabulary to incoming data, though, equidistant words are
no longer guaranteed, which can lead to vocabulary fragmen-
tation. Another concern about vocabulary construction is that
the use of a single metric for an entire image, as we do in
this paper, might be vulnerable to illumination and viewpoint
changes [30].
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Fig. 3. Local saliency test for color and gray-scale images. The leftmost column contains the raw image, the second column contains the histogram of the
hue channel for color images and the intensity channel for gray images, and the third column contains the bag-of-words histogram. For color images ((a),
(b)), both the hue channel and the bag-of-words histogram capture the feature richness properly. For gray-scale images ((c), (d)), the intensity histogram
fails to detect feature richness, whereas the bag-of-words histogram still works well.

In this paper we have decided to pursue an online construc-
tion approach that initially starts from an empty vocabulary
tree similar to [15], [16]. SURF features are extracted from
the incoming image and are matched to existing words in the
vocabulary using a Euclidean distance metric. Whenever the
Euclidean distance is larger than a pre-specified threshold,
we augment our vocabulary tree to contain the new word.
To guarantee independent observations of words used in
vocabulary generation, we only sample from images that
are spatially distinct (i.e., without overlap). Fig. 2 depicts
the overall process whereby two different histograms are
calculated to quantify the image’s saliency score—which is
discussed next.

B. Local Saliency
We define local saliency as a measure of the ability of two

images to be registered (i.e., texture richness). Underwater
images contain few man-made features and often consist
of empty or monotone sequences of images. To represent
such images, many researchers have found that a bag-of-
words histogram is useful. Under this scheme, we examine
the entropy of the bag-of-words histogram to capture the
diversity of the words (descriptors) appearing in an image:

e = −
|w|∑
i=1

p(wi) log2 p(wi) (3)

where p(wi) is the empirical word distribution pdf computed
from the image over words wi and the size of the vocabulary
is |w|.

Since we build the vocabulary online, the size of our
vocabulary varies with time. Hence, to normalize our entropy
measure, we look at the ratio of e to the maximum possible
entropy1 (which depends upon the size of the vocabulary) to
yield a normalized entropy measure:

SL =

∑
i p(wi) log2 p(wi)

log2 |w|
. (4)

1Note that the maximum entropy (i.e., log2 |w|) occurs when words are
uniformly distributed for an image.

Fig. 3 depicts the local histogram and the normalized
saliency score computed for color and grayscale images of an
underwater scene. For the color images, the second column
of Fig. 3 shows the hue channel histogram whereas the third
column represents the bag-of-words histogram. We computed
the hue channel histogram following [20], and verified that
our normalized bag-of-words entropy score reveals a useful
measure of image feature richness similar to the hue channel
histogram. However, for grayscale images where no hue
channel is available, the intensity channel histogram fails
to distinguish the feature richness of a scene (Fig. 3(c),
Fig. 3(d)), but as can be seen from the bottom row, our
bag-of-words histogram measure works equally well for both
grayscale and color imagery.

C. Global Saliency

In defining global saliency, we were motivated by a metric
called term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf),
which is a classic and widely used metric in information
retrieval [31]–[33]. This metric was first adopted in the
computer vision community by [25] and subsequently shown
to produce successful results in image-based classification
[34], place recognition [35], and appearance-based SLAM
[15], [16]. In a computer vision application, tf-idf for a word
w is defined as:

tw =
nwd

nd
log

N

nw
, (5)

where nwd is the number of occurrences of word w in
document d; nd is the total number of words in document d;
N is the total number of documents seen so far; and nw is
the number of documents with the occurrence of word w in
the database so far. tf-idf captures the importance of a word
(descriptor) appearing in a document (image) by penalizing
common words.

Although tf-idf is prevalent in the text mining literature,
its more fundamental form can be defined from inverse
document frequency (idf) [32], [33], [36]; idf corresponds to
the second term in (5), and has a higher value for words seen
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Fig. 4. Global saliency test for underwater and indoor images. Salient features are marked with green circles. The global saliency score (SG) and local
saliency score (SL) are provided below each image. Global and local saliency tend to agree on many cases; however, the global score can be low even
with texture rich scenes (e.g., (d), (e), (i) and (j)).

less throughout a history. In other words, we expect high idf
for features that are rare in the data set. In computer vision,
Jegou et al. [37] uses a variation of idf to detect “burstiness”
of a scene, noting idf’s ability to capture frequency. In this
paper, we use a sum of idf in an image to score global
saliency for the image i:

si(t) =

nd∑
w=1

log2

N(t)

nw(t)
. (6)

The global saliency score is a function of time, where N(t)
is the total number of images and nw(t) is the number of
images containing word w at time t. Since even a common
word could be considered “rare” on its first occurrence, we
use an inverted index scheme [31] to sparsely store and
update the global saliency of all images that contain word w
anytime word w is detected. This update happens with every
image event to prevent the algorithm from scoring images
taken early in the trajectory as being always globally salient.

Similar to our local saliency measure, we normalize the
global saliency score to have a value between [0, 1] using the
maximum global saliency score encountered thus far:

SG,i(t) =

∑nd
w=1 log2N(t)/nw(t)

maxj sj(t)
. (7)

D. Comparison
Applying the two saliency metrics (i.e., local and global) to

sample underwater and indoor office imagery, Fig. 4 shows
the utility of these metrics in categorizing image saliency.
As can be seen, our normalized local saliency score (SL)
is related to texture richness, whereas rarity of an image
is related to our global saliency score (SG). A feature-rich
image tends to be locally salient; however, a high local
saliency score does not always imply a high global entropy
value. For example, the last two columns (Fig. 4(d), (e), (i),
and (j)) show that global saliency can be low even with
high texture. This is because several of the vocabulary words
(e.g., bricks, marine growth) have been seen so many times
throughout the image stream that they end up lowering their
overall idf score.

E. Saliency Incorporated Information Gain

Based upon the two saliency metrics developed from the
previous section, we now introduce a method for combining
visual saliency with expected information gain to arrive at
a combined visual / geometric measure. We found that the
combined approach results in better link hypothesis in pose-
graph visual SLAM—choosing candidate links that are both
geometrically and visually informative.

1) IG with Local Saliency: The normalized global and
local saliency measures are in the range of [0, 1]. Therefore,
imposing local saliency on the geometric information gain
can be written as

IL =

{
Ig ·SL if SL ≥ SL,thres and Ig ≥ Ig,thres
0 o.w.

(8)

where SL,thres is a lower threshold for texture richness
and Ig is the geometric information gain from (2). Strictly
speaking, (8) is no longer a direct measure of information
gain in the mutual information sense; however, it is a
scaled version according to visual saliency. This allows us to
quickly cull candidate image pairs whom have a low chance
of perceptually matching due to low image feature content.
In this paper, all results are shown for Ig,thres = 0.2 and
SL,thres = 0.6 (vertical line in Fig. 8).

2) IG with Global Saliency: Global saliency incorporated
information gain between the current and the ith pose is
subsequently defined by multiplying the local information
gain measure with the normalized global saliency score:

IG,i = IL ·SG,i. (9)

This results in a high information gain only for links that are
both locally and globally salient, which are likely to be re-
markable places in the environment that are also registrable.
For example, when features are evenly distributed throughout
the scene, this measure could be used to guide the vehicle to
visually distinct areas of the environment for loop-closure.
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Fig. 5. Three saliency maps overlaid on the pose-graph SLAM result. The colored circles represent the global / local saliency score as indicated by the
color bar. Red lines represent successful pairwise camera measurements, which tend to coincide with high values of our local saliency measure. Global
saliency, on the other hand, tends to capture the rarity of a feature.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we illustrate the performance of the two
different saliency metrics using real-world data collected
from a series of underwater ship hull inspection surveys us-
ing the Hovering Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (HAUV)
platform [38]. We surveyed three ship hulls: the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution (WHOI) R/V Oceanus, the United
States Coast Guard Cutter (USCGC) Venturous and the SS
Curtiss (Fig. 6). The HAUV is equipped with a grayscale
monocular camera that is actuated to maintain a nadir view
to the hull. For each survey, we processed the data and built
saliency maps for the underwater portion of the ship hull.

A. Local and Global Saliency Map

To verify the performance of the two saliency metrics (i.e.,
local and global), their respective normalized saliency maps
have been overlaid atop our pose-graph visual SLAM results
as depicted in Fig. 5. Red lines indicate successful pairwise
image registrations, and the nodes in the graph have been
color-coded by their saliency level.

(a) HAUV (b) Oceanus (c) Venturous (d) Curtiss

Fig. 6. Underwater hull inspection experiments conducted using the Bluefin
Robotics HAUV shown in (a). Three different ship hulls were surveyed:
R/V Oceanus (b), USCGC Venturous (c), and SS Curtiss (d).

Overlaying the local saliency map on the SLAM result
shows the coincidence of successful camera registrations
and areas with a high local saliency score. To have a
successful pairwise camera measurement, both images need
to be locally salient (i.e., texture rich). Note that successful
measurements (red lines in Fig. 5) have been made only
when both of the images have a high local saliency score.
When either image lacks saliency, image registration fails
(i.e., regions with missing edges in the graph). In terms
of local saliency, images of the USCGC Venturous were
abundant with features throughout the survey as evident from
the top figure in Fig. 5(c), which shows evenly distributed
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Fig. 7. Saliency guided link proposal. By considering local saliency with geometric information gain, we can propose more effective candidate links.
Global saliency incorporated link proposal provides unrealistic pairs, but shows regions where to find rare features in the environment.

camera registration. In contrast, the SS Curtiss shows a
segregated local saliency map. The hull of the Curtiss was
feature-less on the side, but covered by marine growth rich
in texture at the bottom. Two zoomed views of Fig. 5(d)
illustrate this location dependent saliency difference.

Thinking now about global saliency, we note that unlike
local saliency the global saliency metric reacts to rare
features. The global saliency map on the R/V Oceanus
(Fig. 5(b)) does not necessarily correlate with successful
camera measurements, but instead indicates the rarity of
images. A similar result was found for the USCGC Venturous
(Fig. 5(c)). Its hull was covered with barnacles in most of
the regions (A in Fig. 5(c)), except for two locations where
artificial targets (inert mines) were attached to the hull. High
global saliency is reported at these two target positions (C
and D in Fig. 5(c)) since they have a rare occurrence. Also,
other visually uncommon scenes such as a weld line and a
stray fish (B in Fig. 5(c)) scored high.

B. Link Proposal

Following §III-E, our saliency incorporated information
gain metric was applied and tested using the R/V Oceanus
data set. Fig. 7 shows three different cases of link proposal:
information gain (IG) link proposal (Fig. 7(a)), IG with local
saliency link proposal (Fig. 7(b)), and IG with local plus
global saliency link proposal (Fig. 7(c)). The color of a
depicted link indicates how informative the link is, while the
color of a node represents how salient the scene is (i.e., local
saliency score for Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), and global saliency
score for Fig. 7(c)).

In the first case of IG-only link proposal, candidate links
are computed using only geometry. Therefore, proposed links
are geometrically symmetric in this case (Fig. 7(a)). How-
ever, when local saliency is considered, saliency incorporated
information gain modifies the link proposal to select more
feature-rich image pairs. Note that it prefers to process
feature-rich image pairs that have less geometric information
gain, rather than processing visually uninformative images
with high geometric gain. In doing so, it proposes realisti-
cally plausible camera-derived candidate links.

The statistics in Table I reveal that a large number of non-
plausible IG proposed links can be eliminated by considering
local saliency. The results show that we can achieve almost
the same number of successful cross-track camera-derived
links while reducing the number of candidate proposals by
∼40–60%. Note that most of the removed candidates are

TABLE I
LINK PROPOSAL WITH LOCAL SALIENCY

thresh Ns Nc ∆Nc σmax thresh Ns Nc ∆Nc σmax
0† 156 1048 0.0% 0.293 — — — — —
0.40 153 887 15.4% 0.293 0.60 127 590 43.7% 0.328
0.45 150 868 17.2% 0.294 0.65 115 379 63.8% 0.359
0.50 145 824 21.4% 0.295 0.70 86 224 78.6% 0.388
0.55 137 753 28.1% 0.302 0.75 54 90 91.4% 0.437

Ns / Nc = Number of successful / candidate cross-track camera links, respectively.
∆Nc = Percentage of IG candidate links culled via local saliency measure (i.e., SL,thres).
σmax = Maximum node uncertainty in the resulting graph (i.e., maxi

√
tr(Σi)) (expressed in meters).

†Note that a zero threshold corresponds to IG-only.
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Fig. 8. Scatter plot of IG-only candidate image pairs versus relative-
pose uncertainty and local saliency. Blue depicts all proposed links whereas
red circles mark successfully registered pairs. Successfully registered image
pairs tend to have higher local saliency scores.

from poses with low uncertainty, as depicted in Fig. 8. This
is because we use our navigation prior as an epipolar search
constraint to enhance the correspondence search. Under a
strong motion prior, candidate pairs with low local saliency
can thus be matched; however, when the motion prior is
weak, the saliency score informs us as to which candidate
pairs have the best chance of matching even under a weak
motion prior.

Global saliency incorporated information gain, on the
other hand, should be considered in a path planning sense
rather than for link proposal. As depicted in Fig. 7(c),
the resulting candidate links are unrealistic from an image
overlap standpoint, but can be correctly interpreted as a
recommended direction of travel to increase the chances of
obtaining a visually unique camera measurement. We can
use this metric to direct the robot to rare and distinguishable
regions in the environment, which will be helpful for loop-
closure data association. Coupling this saliency incorporated
information gain into a path planning strategy is the focus



of our future work.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper reported on a method to improve pose-graph
visual SLAM performance by proposing geometrically and
visually informative loop-closure candidates. Two types of
saliency metrics were proposed: local and global. The util-
ity of these saliency metrics was tested with indoor and
underwater images and shown to be general. Intelligent
link hypothesis using combined information gain and visual
saliency was presented and found to be effective in proposing
registrable image pairs.
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